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ARE COOKIES A THREAT FOR OUR PRIVACY? 
Internet users consider that their activities on the Internet are being monitored almost every day for different reasons. 
Sometimes, the ads of a product that we’ve looked for via search engine on the previous day show up the next day 
and we are surprised by the suggestions offered by the internet sites as if they know us better than us. Moreover, 
there are even those who claim that the issues spoken during any conversation are shown as advertisements on the 
Internet in some ways. However, we continue to use the Internet sites without paying attention to what is written in the 
small boxes that we face when we first enter them. These small boxes often contain details about how our information 
and activities are collected and used through cookies, so that we can make better use of the websites.

Although we got off to a bad start about cookies, it is undeniable that some cookies, as they say in the small boxes, 
are necessary to make better use of many websites. For example, the role of the cookies in the functioning of 
e-commerce sites, which we have been using too much in everyday life, is enormous. Suggestion of any products 
similar to the products you bought or looked at in previous purchases on an e-commerce site or remembering the 
products that you already added to the shopping cart even after the website is closed and then opened is possible by 
means of the cookies. In 1994, when a company called Netscape Communications was developing an e-commerce 
application, a computer programmer Lou Montulli was thinking of the great value to the e-commerce of remembering 
the information in the user’s shopping cart and used cookies for the first time.

So what are these cookies? 
Cookies are small text files with the .txt extension stored on 
the users’ devices through the users’ browsers, as opposed to 
a computer program that is actually believed. Contrary to what 
many people think, they cannot access other data stored on 
the hard disks of these devices when placed on a computer or 
mobile device.

Although the information gathered via different types of cookies 
and their use may vary, the operational logic of all cookies is 
the same. When a user logs in to a website for the first time, 
the internet server assigns a user-specific and distinctive 
identity. This identity is stored on the computer or mobile 
device on which the browser is run and in case the user enters 
the website again, the browser sends cookie to the server, 
allowing the website to remember the user. In fact, cookies function as a kind of memory of the internet running 
through protocols that provide data flow.

Why have cookies become a privacy issue? 
First of all, it is useful to give an insight about the purposes and types of cookies to answer this question. Cookies 
may be used for a variety of purposes including the ability to continue with the information of the last page on a 
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website, to remember our login information such as the user name 
and password and preferences and to present content and ads in line 
with our interests and needs. Different types of cookies are used to 
achieve these purposes.

There are two types of cookies with regards to retention period: 
session cookies and persistent cookies. A session cookie is stored in 
temporary memory and is not retained after the browser is closed. As 
we will explain below, the type of cookie required to provide instantly 
expected benefit from the website is basically these session cookies. 
For example, the cookies that keep your information until the session 
is closed on the websites providing online banking services are 
session cookies. As to persistent cookies, they remain in the devices 
until they are deleted from the browser by users or until they expire. 
Persistent cookies are used for provision of customized content and collection of statistical data about user’s website 
activity.

The main types of cookies that create privacy concerns for users are third party cookies.

Although first-party cookies are cookies sent by the website you have entered, third-party cookies are cookies that 
are created and placed on your device by different internet subjects placed on the website you are visiting. Different 
advertisings we observe on websites are provided with these cookies; more specifically, ad servers track user 
behavioral information to serve customized advertising on another website. These third party cookies may be found 
on many web sites and accepted as the most undesirable types of cookies with the concern that it may cause privacy 
and security risks creating a behavioral profile based on our surfing history and the content we visited.

Is the data collected through cookies may be accepted as “personal data”?
Although there is no specific provision regarding the data processed by the cookies in the Law on the Protection of 
Personal Data (Law), this issue may be interpreted in the light of the European Union personal data legislation. It  
might be said that the data obtained by the cookies are considered as personal data to the extent that the relevant 
data allows to identify the natural person taking into account the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the 
Directive 2002/58/EC on privacy in electronic communications (e-Privacy Directive). While the e-Privacy Directive, 
which applies to any type of cookies whether it processes personal data or not, is always one of the main sources; 
GDPR also should be considered in case the cookies process personal data. Since there is no specific legislation 
subject to the cookies in Turkey, the important point is whether the relevant cookie is collecting personal data.  
Therefore, companies or individuals who provide services through an online platform and use cookies and/or third-
party interactions such as extension/button in this platform, should evaluate in detail the information gathered by the 
cookies used and should obtain the consent of the related persons if they use the cookies collecting personal data. 
Otherwise, relevant companies or individuals would be faced with allegations that no consent has been obtained for 
processing of personal data.
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About our firm
Gokce Attorney Partnership is an Istanbul-based law firm offering  legal services across a broad 
range of practice areas including mergers and acquisitions, joint ventures, private equity and venture 
capital transactions, banking and finance, capital markets, insurance, technology, media, telecoms and 
internet, e-commerce, data protection, intellectual property, regulatory, debt recovery, real property, 
and commercial litigation. Please visit our web site at www.gokce.av.tr for further information on our 
legal staff and expertise.
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